
stage and never emerges from it
Advanced thinking connotes the
starting from where our ancesors
left off and continues the onward
march, so that we approach more
and more toward perfection. . Or, as
Bergson would say, that progress is
a continuous duration. As the words
and sentences of a paragraph help to
complete the paragraph, so chastity
is the greatest achievement of the
human race, for it helps to hasten the
day when men and women will be
true to one another. It also tends to
give man a chance to center

on the higher phases of exis-

tence, for the emotions are more
scattered when inhibition enters as
a factor and does not' help to appeal
to the aboriginal feelings of sex and
sex alone. Fred Lewis, 3118 W. 15th.

THE WORLD OF REALITY. The
days of human existence are like
vanishing shadows. Compared to
the world of reality they are brought
to a close with, extraordinary rapid-
ity. From among the world of hu-

manity those who lead a heedless
life are afflicted with manifest loss;
for when the days of their lives come
to a sudden end there is no trace, no
leaves, no blossom, no fruit.

They shall remain in the lowest de-

gree and no mention is'left behind for
them. From the kings to the serv-
ants, all walk the fleeting path and
live in this circle, but none-sha- ll en-

dure save those who are freed from
all the ties. They are not greedy
after comfort, nor do they seek flit-

ting pleasures. They are not longing
for honor, neither are they chasing
the phantasmal imaginations of
glory and wealth. Their aim is-- to
unify the civilizations of mankind;
to desire to see all nations working
amicably in higher progress.

The pathway is very vast and they
will not crowd out each other. This
globe is one native land. How regret-
table is it that all nations strive to
advance their own established inter-
ests to the exclusion of others, while

the watchword is "progress" of all
mankind in all grades of civilization
without limitation or reservation.
W. B. P.

PERRY ON VINCENT. Vincent
is a rigid reasoner and accurate in
his definitions, but I cannot conceive
how the freedom he contends for is
practical. We will have invaders of
others' liberty in any form of society.

Granted that government is itself
the most formadable violator of
equal freedom, how is such freedom
to be maintained in the absence of
government? I'll admit that I want
liberty for myself. Vincent couldn't
create my desire for it; he can only
clarify my ideas about it. Of course,
I cannot desire what I know nothing
about. I always thought that major-
ity rule would secure and insure the
largest liberty possible for the largest
number.

That kind of liberty is my "kind."
of Socialism. But as Vincent has
proven that majority rule enslaves
the minority, I want a "bird's-ey- e view
of practical freedom without rule, if
he can give it The musical band is
a good illustration in a small group,
but how about the great group called
society?

I want to be a logical, clear-c- ut

Socialist or else confess I am not a
Socialist SL Perry.

CALLS IT BUNK. Four years
reading The Great Day Book and
never before in The Forum', but Bus-
iness Man's letter Saturday sure is a
"rich one."

Does B. M. know that subways kill
more people than automobiles, that
subways increase instead of relieving
congestion, that from his depots in

a State street man (what store,
please?), that Chicago soil is not
adapted to subways, witness the
quicksand under Hotel Morrison and
other loop places, that sunshine is
better for community health than a
hole in the ground, that we do not;

f

.


